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143-166. The goal of this paper is to investigate how new words are produced in Korean and to analyze two 
word-formation processes, truncation and blending within the framework of Correspondence Theory. Two 
word-formation processes have common characteristics: first, they have the minimal requirement that new 
words have at least two syllables. Second, in the word-formation process, exceptional cases can be dealt 
within the core-periphery structure suggested by Itô and Mester (1995). Finally, the word-formation 
processes in Korean show much more simplistic patterns than in English or even English loanwords in 
Korean. In the truncation analysis, all morphemes should be involved in the process and in case of loanword 
truncation, it matters whether truncated words are listed in the English lexicon. Unlike English blending, the 
existence of sharing segments or the role as a switch point of feet or sub-syllables do not play a crucial role 
in the analysis. Some other words are created by wrong analogies, typos, and other social reasons. (Chonbuk 
National University)
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I. Introduction

  In recent years the Korean lexicon has become richer in adapting to the 

changing world, owing not only to extensive loanwords but also to 

productive coinages through various derivational processes. In particular, 

as Social Network Systems and diverse communication media develop, 
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more new words are created and used among younger generations. Such 

newly produced words are relatively isolated terms, words, or phrases 

that may be in the process of entering common use. In this vein, new 

words may not have been fully accepted into mainstream language and 

their use can often be limited to a specific person, publication, period, or 

event. Accordingly people might sometimes have difficulties understanding 

new words, which could have them misunderstood in small talk. In spite of 

this disparity, much more words have been newly formed and used in 

daily life, most of which are produced by a few main word-formation 

processes: truncation, blending, affixation, compounding, and abbreviation.

  Bauer (1983) points out that however common these formation 

processes are, it is by no means clear that they can be accounted for 

from the point of view of grammar. Among these formations, she tries to 

categorize truncation, blending, and compounding as oddities, which are 

not universal and predictable. However, as far as blending and truncation 

are concerned, they are linguistically governed and can be figured out by 

grammar and constraints. Thus, we will investigate how new words are 

derived by word-formation processes and what morphological and 

phonological aspects they have in common, comparing Korean 

word-formation with English word-formation.

  In this paper, we will try to reanalyze two word-formation processes in 

Korean such as truncation and blending under the framework of 

Correspondence Theory (McCarthy & Prince, 1995), which is set within 

Optimality Theory (Prince & Smolensky, 1993, 2004). Since truncation, 

blending, and stem-based affixation copy phonological properties of its 

base, in all cases, the base can be regarded as a free-standing form 

called an output. The similarities of morphologically related words are 

caused to maximize the phonological identity between related output 

forms. For the analysis, two correspondence relations are involved: an 
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input-to-base relation and an output-to-output relation. In particular, 

OO-correspondence relation (Benua, 1995) between two outputs plays a 

deciding role in selecting optimal forms. 

  This paper is organized as follows. First, in section 2, we will look into 

a few word-formation processes in Korean, comparing with English 

word-formation processes, and capture what drawbacks the previous 

analyses have. Section 3 will provide the constraint-based analyses of 

truncation and blend in Korean. Finally, section 4 will summarize the 

results and suggest some implications for the future study.

II. Data and Description

2.1 Truncation  

  In this sub-section, we will introduce the data derived by truncation, 

known as clipping, which refers to a word-formation process that a basic 

form is shortened, while retaining the same meaning and still being a 

member of the same class. Now, lots of truncated words have been 

created in an effort to maximize the ease of articulation and to lessen the 

physical efforts to type text messages or e-mails within the limit of not 

distorting the original meaning of words. Irrespective of high productivity, 

Bauer (1983) points out that it does not seem to be predictable and 

systematic how many syllables will be retained in the clipped words, 

which part will be retained, and whether the stressed syllables will be 

included or not. However, as she herself indicates, it is obviously attested 

that the initial part of the word tends to be much more retained than other 

parts. In this vein, a few researchers have tried to describe and analyze 

the truncation from morpho-phonological perspectives based on O-to-O 
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Correspondence Theory (Itô & Mester (1995), Benua (1995), Labrune 

(2002)). 

  When it comes to truncation in Korean, little attention has been paid to 

and even such attempts have been largely limited to English loanwords 

(Lee 2003 and Seo 2007). Lee (2003) argues that the truncation of 

English loanwords in Korean is so arbitrary and unpredictable that we 

cannot deal with the word-formation process within the framework of 

grammar. On the contrary, Seo (2007) tries to analyze truncated 

loanwords classifying into two groups: Single Truncated Loanwords 

(STLs) and Compound Truncated Loanwords (CTLs), as illustrated in (1) 

and (2). 

(1) Single Truncated Loanwords (STLs) (Seo 2007)

a. misɨtheikhɨ → misɨ ‘mistake’

b. asɨthɨricenthɨ → asɨ ‘astringent’ 

c. khotineithə → khodi ‘coordinator’

d. chokholet → chokho ‘chocolate’

e. senthimenthɨ → senthi ‘sentiment’

f. sɨphoillə → sɨpho ‘spoiler’

(2) Compound Truncated Loanwords (CTLs) (Seo 2007)

a. lummeithɨ → rum.me ‘room mate’

b. meikhɨəpeisɨ → mebe ‘makeup base’  

  Although Seo (2007) sheds some possibilities to analyze truncation in 

Korean, there are still some drawbacks. First, it is not easy to determine 

the application order between loaning and clipping. He argues that some 

words like ‘pro (<professional)’ and cam (<cam-corder)’ are first 

truncated in English, and then are directly loaned into Korean. 
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Accordingly, he adds those words show totally independent patterns of 

clipped words in Korean. However, there is no clear evidence to prove 

which process is first applied to words. In addition, there are lots of 

English loanwords via Japanese, which might cause more difficulties to 

determine the order between two processes. In order to avoid this 

problem, if truncated forms exist as independent lexemes in the lexicon in 

English, we will consider them as a separate word from original words.1 

  Second, he argues that the syllable type of an initial syllable plays a 

crucial role in setting up the base: if an initial syllable is heavy, the first 

syllable itself can become the base, and otherwise the first two syllables 

should become the base. Yet, his analysis cannot account for some 

counter-examples like ‘senti (<sentimental)’ and ‘combi (<combination)’. 

Of course, he tries to avoid explanatory difficulties by assuming that an 

ambisyllabic consonant does not have a moraic status in coda position, 

illustrating Japanese examples. However, we suggest that the minimal 

word requirement in the Korean truncation analysis is closely related to 

syllables, not to moras. That is, we can account for truncation with the 

constraint, FTBIN requiring that truncated forms should have at least two 

syllables. 

  Lastly, he emphasizes the recoverability of original words, but this 

concept is too abstract, which means that it has no concrete ground for 

linguistic analysis. He accounts for truncation adapting the concept of 

recoverability that the original compounds should be recovered to 

maintain intelligibility from the output. However, any specific linguistic 

conditions are additionally required about syllables or moras.

  Taking these problems into consideration, a new approach will be 

  1 In this paper, we will not consider words like ‘pro (<professional)’ and cam 

(<cam-corder)’ truncated forms in Korean, and accept those words as words directly loaned 

into Korean.
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required to analyze truncation in Korean. 

The number of words produced by truncation has been increasing at a 

rapid rate over the past 10 years. Let us consider some instances where 

truncation is applied to compound words, phrases, and even sentences. All 

examples given in (3)-(5) are collected from New Words posted in two 

web sites Daum and Naver. Truncation largely occurs in compounds, but 

we can detect truncation is also applied even at the more maximally 

projected grammatical categories such as phrases and sentences. In the 

past, the great majority of clipped compounds were nouns, but now almost 

every grammatical category can be involved in the process of truncation. 

We can observe that truncation happens in all data with two or more 

Korean words regardless of lexical stratification like native Korean, 

Sino-Korean, and loanwords.

As given below, the first syllables of words are retained and the other 

parts are clipped. In other words, only the initial syllables of each word 

are maintained, and then merged into a new word. 

(3) native Korean + native Korean (including Sino-Korean)

 a. sisən + kaŋthal → sigaŋ (‘sight’ + ‘robbing’)

 b. honca + pap → honpap (‘single’ + ‘rice’)

 c. koŋtoŋ + kumæ → koŋku (‘joint’ + ‘buying’)

 d. kɨktolo + hyəmo → kɨkhyəm (‘extremely’ + ‘hatred’)

 e. sesaŋesə + ceil + kuiyəun → secelkui

                            (‘in the world’ + ‘the most’ + ‘cute’)

 f. ækyo + p’æmyən + sichæ → æp’æsi 

                          (‘charming’ + ‘without’ + ‘dead body’)

 g. k’ilt’æ + k’iko + p’acilt’æ + p’acinta → k’ilk’ip’ap’a (‘when intruding sb’ 

+ ‘intrude’ + ‘when not intruding’ + ‘do not intrude’)

(4) native Korean + loanword 

 a. mikuk + tɨlama → midɨ (‘American’ + ‘drama’)
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 b. pal + khənthɨlol → palkhən (‘foot’ + ‘control’)

 c. sæŋil + phathi → sæŋpha (‘birthday’ + ‘party’)

 d. pəsɨ + khadɨ + chuŋcən → pəkhachuŋ (‘bus’+‘card’ + ‘recharge’)

 e. nyu + sacin → nyusa (‘new’ + ‘picture’)

 f. picuəl + tamtaŋ → pidam (‘appearance’ + ‘representative’)

(5) loanword + loanword 

 a. aisɨ + amelichano → aa (‘ice’ + ‘americano’)

 b. selphɨ + khamera → selkha (‘self’ + ‘camera’)

 c. pheisɨ + puk → phebuk (‘face’ + ‘book’)

 d. kheisɨ + pai + kheisɨ → khebakhe (‘case’ + ‘by’ + ‘case’)

In the next sub-section, we will introduce another word-formation 

process, blending that produces words by combining parts of two other 

words. 

2.2 Blending  

As mentioned earlier, blending is defined as a word-formation process 

where two words are put together as a new lexeme, accompanied by 

subtracting the internal parts of two independent words. In more detail, 

Kubozono (1990) regards blending as a word-formation process where the 

left edge of the first word and the right edge of the second word are 

preserved. Blending should be treated differently from truncation in that 

both edges must be kept. 

Until now, some studies on blends have been conducted from the 

perspective of a constraint-based approach (Kubozono (1990), Bat-El 

(1996),  Hong (2005), Jin (2005), Ahn (2012), Seo (2011, 2013)). In 

particular, blends are categorized into two major types depending on the 

existence of overlapping segments, which might be in pronunciation, in 

orthography, or both: overlapping blends and non-overlapping blends. 
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According to Jin’s corpus study (2005), overlapping blends take about 57% 

out of English blends, which helps each base word to keep as many 

segments as possible for the recoverability. For non-overlapping blends, 

Kubozono (1990) proposes ‘a switch point’ to demarcate a clipping 

boundary, by which a source word can be split into the splinter and the 

residue. In general, prosodic categories such as feet, syllables, and 

sub-syllables like onset or rhyme can be used as a switch point.  

Blending is a highly productive source of words in modern Korean, but 

its analysis has less been studied than other word-formation processes. In 

the previous studies on Korean blends, the presence of overlapping 

segments has an important role in determining the way to analyze 

blending. 

Let us consider the examples produced by blending. All blends show 

that the initial syllable of a left word and the remaining syllables of a right 

word subtracting the first syllable are combined into a new word. The 

data proves that a syllable can largely be used as a switch point in 

Korean blends. Ahn (2012) adds that more than 95%out of 

non-overlapping blends have a syllable boundary as a switch point. We 

need to note that even though two base words have shared segments, it is 

possible to account for overlapping blends as non-overlapping ones, as 

illustrated in (6d) and (7g). 

However, the example given in (7h, 8d-e) should be dealt with as  an 

exceptional pattern, as the switch point is not at the syllable boundary and 

the part larger than an initial syllable of a left word is combined. In order 

to account for exceptional cases, we should depend on the core-periphery 

structure of the phonological lexicon suggested by Itô and Mester (1995). 

That is, the less nativized words are, the more they are likely to show the 

properties the source language has. The loanwords in Korean are less 

assimilated than native vocabulary, resulting in more or less different 
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patterns in the blending process. For the analysis of the blends, two 

factors should significantly be considered: whether they have overlapping 

segments or not and in which part a switch point is placed.

(6) native Korean + native Korean

 a. mun + coy>soŋ → munsoŋ (‘department of liberal arts’ + ‘being sorry’)

 b. ki<ca + s’ɨ>leki → kiregi (‘journalist’ + ‘waste’)

 c. hal<məni + əm>ma → halma (‘grandmother’ + ‘mother’)

 d. tak + yək>sekwən → taksekwən (‘chicken’ + ‘station area’)

(7) native Korean + loanword (or loanword + native word) 

 a. kat + pæk>su → katsu (‘god’ + ‘the unemployed’)

 b. chi<ma+ le>kiŋs’ɨ → chigiŋs’ɨ (‘skirt’ + ‘leggings’)

 c. ak + li>phɨl → akphɨl (‘malicious’ + ‘reply’)

 d. il + i>khonomi → ilkhonomi (‘one’ + ‘economy’)

 e. kɨm<sucə + inthən → kɨmthən (‘gold spoon’ + ‘intern’)

 f. s’ɨ<khɨlol +ap>pak → s’ɨpak (‘scroll’ + ‘pressure’)

 g. cha + ka>kyepu → chagyebu (‘car’ + ‘expense log’) 

 h. piman + piyon>se → pimanse (‘obesity’ + ‘Beyonse’)

 i. kun<tæ + lo>telia → kunderia/kundæria (‘mitiary service’ + ‘Lotteria’)

(8) loanword + loanword (Adapted from Seo, 2013)

 a. khi<tɨ + æ>təlthɨ → khidəlthɨ (‘kid’ + ‘adult’)

 b. ne<thicɨn + li>phothə → ne<phothə (‘netizen’ + ‘reporter’)

 c. myu<cik + o>phela → myuphera (‘music’ + ‘opera’)

 d. lithə<n + khæŋg>əlu → lithəru (‘return’ + ‘kangaroo’)

 e. neks<ɨthɨ + n>oplliən → neksoplliən (‘next’ + noblian’)

Along with the length and the switch point of blends in Korean, we 

need to consider how the order of two other words can be determined. 

From the data presented in (6), (7), and (8), the generalization can be 

drawn as follows: 
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(9) Generalizations about Korean blends (Adapted from Seo 2013, p. 141)

  a. The length of blends largely coincides with the number of syllables of 

a right word.

   b. The length of a right word is mostly larger than that of a left word.

   c. The syllable boundary is preferred as a switch point to sub-syllable 

boundaries like onset or rhyme.

   d. The presence of overlapping segments is not a decisive factor in the 

analysis of Korean blends.

   e. The first syllable of a left word and the parts subtracting the first 

syllable of a right word are combined into one. 

   g. The right word should be a semantic head. In this case, the 

generalization about the length might not be followed.

Ahn (2012) argues that about 90% of Korean blends have the same length 

as that of the right source word, including the case that two words have 

the same length, while only 3.3% of blends agree with the length of a left 

word. Thus, when creating new blends the word order is very sensitive to 

the syllable number of two source words. It is not a significant factor 

whether overlapping segments exist between two words, in that two sorts 

of blends can be dealt with as non-overlapping blends.    

2.3 Others  

In this subsection, we will additionally introduce a few ways to produce 

new words in Korean: affixation, abbreviation, compounding, and typos.

When it comes to affixation, Sohn (1999) states that affixation is the 

most productive word-formation process in Korean. As Korean is an 

agglutinative language, over 600 affixes, including several hundred 

derivational affixes, can be freely attached to the stem and derive a great 

number of words productively. Sohn (1999) argues that while inflectional 

suffixes are exclusively native and derivational affixes are from both the 
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native and Sino-Korean stocks, no loan affixes exist in Korean. However, 

several loan affixes like ‘no-’ or ‘-phalachi’ are commonly used in Korean, 

providing them with additional lexical meaning.  

Let us consider some examples derived by attaching some affixes to 

the base. As given below, ‘-almot’ in (10a) is derived by somewhat 

complex processes. Two source words undergoing derivational affixations 

are first combined, and then truncation is applied to them. Now, the use of 

‘-almot’ has been increasing, which is in the process of being productive. 

It has started to appear in lots of words indicating the various fields, like 

‘fashion’, ’computer’, and ‘baseball’, that a person should know or learn. 

More interestingly, it seems that ‘-almot’ is involved in blending, merged 

with the initial syllable of a left word.    

At first glance, as Bauer (1983) points out, the examples like 

‘khəmalmot’ and ‘phæalmot’ are clearly regarded as blends by the people 

who coin them, but they are not always recognized by the people who 

hear them. To make understanding easier, for another example, ‘cəŋthiŋ’ is 

derived by a combination of ‘cəŋki’ (periodical) + ‘mithiŋ’ (meeting). 

Obviously, the element like ‘-thiŋ’ is taken out of ‘mithiŋ’, but ‘-thiŋ’ has 

now started to emerge in more words like ‘phonthiŋ’ and ‘t’aŋthiŋ’. At the 

beginning, although it was regarded as an analysable element in blending, 

it has recently been used as a suffix, which might lead to the 

re-evaluation as an affix. In other words, though this word-formation 

process cannot be easily accounted for as blending, it is mistakenly 

treated as the analysable ones.  

(10) Suffixation

  a. -almot (a person who does not know) 

    khəm<phyuthə + al<ci + mot<hata → khəmalmot 

                              (‘computer’ + ‘know’ +’negation’) 

    phæ<syən + al<ci + mot<hata → phæalmot 
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                                (‘fashion’ + ‘know’ +’negation’) 

  b. -nɨnim (god)

     yu + ha>nɨnim → yunɨnim (‘Yu’ + ‘god’)  

     chi<khin + ha>nɨnim → chinɨnim (‘chicken’ + ‘god’) 

In addition to suffixes, some prefixes can be attached to the stem. Note 

that more than one prefix can be attached in the derivational process. As 

clearly shown in ‘hæknocæm’, two prefixes are used simultaneously. The 

noun ‘cæm’ (the clipped word of ‘cæmi’) combines with the prefix ‘no-’, 

meaning ’not’, and then sequentially conjoins with the prefix ‘hæk-’ 

meaning ‘very’. 

(11) Prefixation

  a. no- (no)

    no + mat → nomat (‘no’ + ‘taste’) 

    no + cæm<i → nocæm (‘no’ + ‘fun’)

  b. hæk- (nuclear, very) 

    hæk + no + cæm<i → hæknocæm (‘very’ + ‘no’ + ‘fun’) 

    hæk + cikku → hækcikku (‘very’ + ‘straight’) 

Along with the above examples, suffixes such as ‘-tol’ (idol), ‘-theinə’ 

(entertainer), ‘-phalachi’ (paparazzi), ‘-llela’ (Cinderella), and ‘-chuŋ’ (bug) 

and prefixed sucha s ‘kæ-’ (very), ‘khæ-’ (very), and ‘hon-’ (alone) are 

highly productive in modern Korean.

An abbreviation refers to a shortened form consisting of a group of 

letters taken from a word or a phrase. In strict linguistic analysis, it 

should not be confused with contractions, initialisms, and acronyms. 

However, acronyms and initialisms can be regarded as subsets of 

abbreviations in that they are words coined by taking the initial letters of 

the words. Initialisms are not treated as acronyms since they cannot be 

pronounced as a word due to the violation of the constraints on the 
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phonological structure. In contrast, a word like REM (taken from Rapid 

Eye Movement) can be pronounced as a word, which belongs to acronyms.  

In Korean, abbreviation has been regarded as a very rare 

word-formation process. In addition, it shows a considerably different 

pattern from other word-formation processes, since abbreviation is 

orthographically-based. The words coined by abbreviation have now 

started to appear for the functional purpose of relieving text-messaging 

burden in SNS or over the phone. That is, when a word is created by 

abbreviation, it is largely derived with orthographic motivation, not with 

morphological or phonological motivation. 

(12) Abbreviation2

 a. ㅋㅋ (크크 /khɨkhɨ/ ‘giggling’)

 b. oㅈ (인정 /incəŋ/ ‘accept’)

 c. ㅂㅂㅂㄱ (반박불가 /panpakpulka/ ‘impossible to refute’)

 d. ㅈㅈ (지지 /cici/ ‘to recognize defeat’)

 e.  BGM (could be pronounced as /pɨkɨm/ ‘background music’) 

As illustrated above, lots of words or phrases can be shortened as 

abbreviations and are actually used in daily life. Such abbreviations can 

emerge within the threshold of the recoverability of original words. It 

should be noted that BGM is pronounced as /pɨkɨm/ by inserting the 

unmarked vowel /ɨ/ as if it is pronounced as a word.

Compounding refers to a word-formation process that two or more 

potential stems are combined to form another form. The instances given 

in (13) are reflective of modern Korean society. In order to understand 

the meaning correctly, how they appear should be considered. For 

example, ‘thisyuinthən’ means ‘an intern thrown away like tissue after the 

  2 We present the data using the Korean alphabet, not the Roman alphabet. For example, an 

abrreviated word, ㅋㅋ is derived from 크크, and can be pronounced /khɨkhɨ/. 
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contract period’ and ‘phiŋkəphɨlinsesɨ’ indicates ‘a person to ask questions 

to others without searching information’. The exhaustive explanation of 

compounding is beyond the scope of this paper.  

(13) Compounding

 a. p’ætopakto +khænthɨ → p’æpakkhænthɨ (omit + add + cannot) 

 b. thisyu + inthən → thisyuinthən (tissue + intern) 

 c. sicosæ + phakhiŋ → sicosæphakhiŋ (archaeornis + parking)

 d. phiŋkə + phɨlinsesɨ → phiŋkəphɨrinsesɨ (finger + princess)

Other coinages happen in the process of mistakenly typing typos, and 

then are used as words without correcting errors.

 (14) Typo 

  a. 고나리 /konali/ (관리 /kwanli/ ‘official’)

  b. 멍미 /məŋmi/ (뭐임 /myəim/ ‘What is it?)

  c. 오나전 /onacən/ (완전 /wancən/ ‘completely’)

So far we have examined various data derived by a few very productive 

word-formation processes such as truncation, blending, affixation, 

abbreviation, compounding, and typos. We have also tried to describe how 

they are coined comparing some aspects emerging in the process of 

Korean word-formation with those of English. From the data and their 

derivation properties, we can infer that most processes can be predictable 

and systematic enough to analyze from the linguistic perspectives. In the 

following section, we will provide an analysis for two main 

word-formation processes, truncation and blending under 

Output-to-Output Correspondence Theory (Benua, 1995).  
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III. Analysis

In this section, we will provide analyses for two word-formation processes, 

clipped words and blends in Korean, based on Correspondence Theory. 

3.1 Truncation 

The constraints employed in our analysis for truncation in Korean can 

be largely categorized into three groups, and they are as follows: 

(15) Constraints for truncation in Korean

     a. TRUNC=MINWD: A truncated form must have at least two syllables. 

     b. MAX-MIS: Every morpheme-initial syllable in the input must have a 

correspondent in the output (Adapted from Casali 1997)3.

     c. FT-BIN: Feet are binary under syllabic analysis.

     d. ALIGN (T, R, σ, R): Align the right edge of each syllable with the right 

edge of a truncated form.

     e. CODACON: Only seven consonants /p, t, k, m, n, ŋ, l/ are allowed in 

the coda position.

     f. MAX-IO: Every element in the input has a correspondent in the 

output.

First, with respect to the properties of truncated forms, we need two 

constraints, both of which are undominated constraints. TRUNC=MINWD is a 

constraint requiring that the truncated forms should have at least two 

syllables. This constraint plays a crucial role in restricting the minimal 

size of truncated forms, though truncation refers to a process shortening 

base words. MAX-MIS compels all initial syllables of bases in clipped words, 

in particular compounds, to have a correspondent syllable in the output, 

  3 MAX-MI suggested by Casali (1997) can be used when accounting for the 

abbreviation analysis.
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militating against the syllable deletion at the initial position of bases. 

FT-BIN requires that truncated words should contain two syllables, as in 

(σσ). A key role of this constraint is to exclude degenerate foot (σ) and to 

satisfy the minimal requirement of the truncated words in Korean.

In truncation analysis, a syllable is considered a basic prosody unit. 

Thus, the right edge of each syllable should be aligned with the right 

edge of truncated forms.

The final constraint is a markedness constraint associated with 

phonotactic restrictions in Korean. CODACON is highly ranked in order to 

rule out the ill-formed syllable structure at the expense of MAX-BT or 

DEP-BT. 

The ranking hierarchy of the truncation analysis in Korean is stated as 

follows:

(16) Constraint ranking 

     TRUNC=MINWD, MAX-MIS, CODACON ≫ ALIGN (T, R, σ, R) ≫ FT-BIN ≫ 

MAX-IO

Let us first consider how a single truncated word can be clarified in the 

following tableau. In tableau 1, candidates (a) and (c) should be eliminated 

since they do not meet the minimal requirement about a truncated word 

that truncated words have at least two syllables. Candidate (d) is also 

ruled out by violating FT-BIN.  

Tableau 1. misɨtheikhɨ  → misɨ ‘mistake’ 

misɨtheikhɨ TRUNC

=MINWD
MAX-MIS CODACON

ALIGN

(T, R, σ, R)
FT-BIN MAX-IO

   a. mi *! *  *******
   b. mis *! *! * *  ******
☞ c. (misɨ)  *****
   d. (misɨ)the *!  ****
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Let us turn to the truncation of compounds which have been more 

frequently created. As illustrated below, an initial syllable of each base 

should be retained in truncated forms, the other parts of which are 

curtailed. In case of tableau 2, MAX-MIS can defeat candidates (a), (b) and 

(f), and ALIGN (T, R, σ, R) can eliminate candidates (c) and (d). Thus, 

candidate (c) survives as a winner. Tableau 3 also shows that MAX-MIS can 

eliminate candidates (a) and (b). Candidate (d) is also removed by not 

aligning the right syllable of the second source word with the right edge 

of the truncated form. Thus, candidate (c) is chosen as an optimal output.

Tableau 2. mikuk + tɨlama → midɨ (‘American’ + ‘drama’)

mikuk
tɨlama

TRUNC

=MINWD
MAX-MIS CODACON

ALIGN

(T, R, σ, R) FT-BIN MAX-IO

   a. mi *! *! *  *******
   b. (mila) *!  ******
☞ c. (midɨ)    *****
   d. (mikdɨ) *!  ****
   e. (midɨl) *!  ****
   f. (miguk) *!  ******

Tableau 3. ækyo + p’æmyən + sichæ → æp’æsi 

(‘charming’ + ‘without’ + ‘dead body’: very charming)

ækyo,
p’æmyən,

sichæ

TRUNC

=MINWD
MAX-MIS CODACON

ALIGN

(T, R, σ, R) FT-BIN MAX-IO

   a. (æp’æ) *! ***********
   b. (æsi) *! ***********
☞ c. (æp’æ)si * *********
   d. (æp’æm)si *! * ********

Until now, we have briefly provided a constraint-based analysis for 

truncation in Korean. In the next sub-section, we will demonstrate how 

we can derive the optimal output in the blend analysis in Korean.
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3.2 Blending   

The constraints and their ranking hierarchy are as shown in (17) and 

(18).

(17) Constraints for blending in Korean

     a. Anchor constraints

     i. LEFTANCHOR (BW1, Blend): The left edge of the BW1 must correspond 

to the left edge of the blend.

     ii. RIGHTANCHOR (BW2, Blend): The right edge of the BW2 must 

correspond to the right edge of the blend.

     b. ALIGN (BW, BW(σ))

     i. ALIGN (BW1, R, σ, R): Align the right edge of a syllable with the right 

edge of BW1. 

     ii. ALIGN (BW2, L, σ, L): Align the left edge of a syllable with the left 

edge of BW2.  

     c. MINCONTRIB: Each base must contribute at least one syllable to the 

blend. (Bat-El, 1996) 

     d. BLEND=BW2: The size of blends are the same as that of the second 

base word.

     e. MAX-σ: Every syllable in the base word has a correspondent in the 

blend.

     f. DEP-σ: Every syllable in the blend has a correspondent in the base 

word.

(18) Constraint ranking

     LEFTANCHOR (BW1, Blend), RIGHTANCHOR (BW2, Blend),  

     ALIGN (BW1, R, σ, R), ALIGN (BW2, L, σ, L), MINCONTRIB ≫ BLEND=BW2 ≫ 

MAX-σ ≫ DEP-σ 

First, we need two anchoring constraints, requiring that the left edge of 

BW1 should correspond with the left edge of the blend and the right edge 
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of BW2 correspond with the right edge of the blend, respectively. The 

anchoring constraints must be undominated, agreeing with the condition 

that both edges should be retained in the blends

In Korean blend analysis, a syllable is predominantly considered a basic 

prosody category. Thus, constraints related to a syllable unit are 

necessary. Concerning a switch point, only a syllable can play an 

important role in demarcating crisp boundaries between the splinter and 

the residue in Korean. This means that other ALIGN constraints, except 

ALIGN (BW, BW(σ)) have no influence on the blend analysis in Korean. This 

constraint is closely related to MINCONTRIB since to satisfy ALIGN (BW, BW

(σ)), at least one syllable of two bases should be kept in the blend. In 

addition, MINCONTRIB controls the minimal size of English blends, which are 

disyllabic. 

The length of blends almost tends to coincide with the number of 

syllables of a right word, which can be dealt with by the constraint, 

BLEND=BW2. That is, the size of blends is the same as that of the second 

base word. Max-σ and  Dep-σ are motivated to prevent blends having 

fewer or more syllables than each base word. We will adopt the gradient 

evaluation system that does not consider identity of the segmental content 

of the corresponding syllables, as Bat-El (1996) suggests. In the 

evaluation process, each relation between the blend and two bases should 

be counted.

Now, let us consider how two anchoring constraints rule out the 

non-optimal outputs. As candidate (4c) and (4d) satisfy two anchoring 

constraints, they can be the optimal candidates in tableau 4. Out of the 

two remaining candidates, (5d) is also wiped out as its syllable number 

does not agree with the second base. Note that we do not include 

anchoring constraints any more since all blends require to preserve the 

both edges as a necessary condition. 
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Tableau 4. ki<ca + s’ɨ>leki → kilrgi (‘journalist’ + ‘waste’)

  kica 
  s’ɨleki LEFTANCHOR (BW1, Blend) RIGHTANCHOR (BW2, Blend)

   a. ki.s’ɨ *!
   b. ca.ki *!
☞ c. ki.reki  
☜ d. ki.ki 

Tableau 5. ki<ca + s’ɨ>leki → kilrgi (‘journalist’ + ‘waste’)

  kica 
  s’ɨleki 

ALIGN 

(BW1, R, σ, R)
ALIGN 

(BW2, L, σ, L)
MIN

CONTRIB

BLEND

=BW2
MAX-σ DEP-σ 

   a. ki.s’ɨ *! *
   b. ca.ki *! *
☞ c. ki.reki  *
   d. ki.ki *! *

Next, the following tableaux in (7) and (8) show that whether blends 

have a sharing segment (or segments) has no role in choosing the optimal 

output. Even in overlapping blends, we can calculate under the assumption 

that overlapped segments do not exist between two bases. BLEND=BW2 

forces the output to have the same number of syllables as the second 

base. In this sense, candidates (a) and (b) are all eliminated in both (7) 

and (8). Candidate (d) shows the syllable misalignment at a switch point 

and violates MINCONTRIB by subtracting a part of the initial syllable. Thus, it 

cannot also be chosen as an optimal output. Thus, in spite of the violation 

of DEP-σ, candidate (c) emerges as the optimal one. 
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Tableau 7.  il + i>khonomi → ilkhonomi (‘one’ + ‘economy’)

  il 
  ikhonomi

ALIGN 

(BW1, R, σ, R)
ALIGN 

(BW2, L, σ, L)
MIN

CONTRIB

BLEND

=BW2
MAX-σ DEP-σ 

  a. il.mi *! ** *
  b. il.i.kho.no.mi *! ****
☞c. il.kho.no.mi ***
  d. i.kho.no.mi *! *! ***

Tableau 8. tak + yək>sekwən → taksekwən (‘chicken’ + ‘station + ’area’)

 tak 
 yəksekwən

ALIGN 

(BW1, R, σ, R)
ALIGN 

(BW2, L, σ, L)
MIN

CONTRIB

BLEND

=BW2
MAX-σ DEP-σ 

  a. tak.kwən *! * *
  b. tak.yək.se.kwən *! ***
☞c. tak.se.kwən **
  d. ta.se.kwən *! *! **

In this section, we have provided analyses for truncation and blending 

in Korean focusing on Output-to-Output Correspondence. In the next 

section, we will sum up the analysis results and present some of the 

implications this study has.

IV. Conclusion

In this study, we have shown how new words have been created in the 

modern Korean language and introduced some word-formation processes 

such as truncation, blending, affixation, abbreviation, and compounding. 

Considering new words, we reach the conclusion that most formation 

processes are highly productive and morphologically- and 

phonologically-governed. Among various processes, we tried to analyze 

truncation and blending under the framework of Optimality Theory.  

In this paper, we uncovered that two word-formation processes have 
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similar characteristics in common. First, they have the minimal 

requirement with respect to the size that new words have at least two 

syllables. Second, when creating new words, two processes show 

exceptional patterns according to the nativized degree into Korean 

language, in accordance with the core-periphery structure Itô and Mester 

(1995) suggested. That is, the more nativized words are, the less the 

exceptional patterns appear in the creation process of new words. Finally, 

the word-formation processes in Korean show much more simplistic 

patterns than in English or even English loanwords in Korean.

Truncation can be largely classified into two groups in Korean: single 

word truncation and complex word truncation including compounds, 

phrases and sentences. In the truncation analysis, all morphemes should 

be involved in the process and controlled by constraint, MAX-MIS. In case 

of loanword truncation, it matters whether truncated words are listed in 

the English lexicon. If they are registered in the lexicon, it does not 

follow the generalization about Korean truncation. 

Blending in Korean shows more or less different aspects from English 

blending. Unlike English, we can present an analysis for blending, 

disregarding whether two base words have sharing segments. Only a 

syllable can play a part as a switch point between a splinter and a 

residue. Overall, the length of blends is largely determined by the syllable 

number of a right word, placing a high value of a constraint, BLEND=BW2 in 

the blending analysis. 

We can detect that some morphemes regarded as an analysable element 

in blending have been used as a suffix, which disharmonizes with a 

blending analysis. Other word-formation processes sometimes occur due 

to mistyping or social phenomena.   

  This study presented the outline of two main processes, truncation and 

blending in Korean. Thus, further studies should be conducted and other 
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word-formation processes should be included within the scope of the 

analyses.
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